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1 Wireless broadband in India  
India is on the cusp of a broadband revolution. With the conclusion of the auction for wireless 

broadband spectrum, the decks are cleared for deployment of services except for the question of the 

choice of technology. India has become the latest front in the standards war between WiMAX and 

TD-LTE. The choices that Indian operators make will have far reaching implications and this paper 

attempts to throw light on the context and possible ramifications of such choices. 

As with any standards war, technological merits is but one facet and the others are ignored at peril. 

Operators have paid unprecedented amounts of money for spectrum acquisition and may not be 

willing to wait for the conclusion of the war. At the same time they are wary of being on the losing 

side if they deploy early. Currently a WiMAX deployment is faster thanks to the relative maturity of its 

ecosystem compared to TD-LTE. The state of TD-LTE maturity is contentious; hence the paper 

explores the impact of TD-LTE deployment readiness for 2012 as well as 2013.  Conversely more 

operators have indicated a preference for TD-LTE making it a safer bet, but the opportunity costs 

and potential Government sanctions related to a late deployment have to be weighed.  The high cost 

of spectrum acquisition will be a constraint on pricing in a price sensitive Indian market adding yet 

another layer of complexity. 

This paper examines the choices available to operators in India.  We will be addressing the following 

aspects of the current environment:  

a) Technology choices and the pattern of initial deployment, co-existence and eventual 

migration. 

b) Business implications of the choices in terms of financial impact including sensitivity to 

market variables and their relative merits in the context of competing operators and 

technologies. 

c) Strategic implications of each choice. 

A structured analysis has been carried out on these aspects which have resulted in some interesting 

conclusions which are based on a modeled population of nine million for the Delhi metropolitan area.  

  

Some Conclusions  

An early WiMAX deployment is the optimal option for an Indian operator.  

Opportunity cost of a delayed services roll-out for Delhi alone can be as high as $170 million. 

WiMAX infrastructure can be reused for TD-LTE and both technologies can co-exist at the tower 
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2 Present and future landscape 

The analysis is based on the state of affairs in the industry today and our projection of how it may 

evolve. The context, both present and future is outlined below. 

Currently, India ranks among the lowest in global broad band penetration rankings and the Indian 

Government intends to remedy this situation. However, the high spectrum acquisition costs, lack of 

empirical data on broadband adoption rates in India, low per connection revenue, the maturity of the 

new generation wireless broadband technology and its availability at the affordable price point can 

derail this. Consumer behavior world over is changing to services around un-tethered data though it 

is yet to manifest fully in India. This trend may yet catch on with advent of 3G services which can 

mould consumer behavior and create the market for data driven services. This shift in preferences to 

data from voice may bring massive service demand changes in deployed capacity and its 

management and operators would be well advised to be cognizant of consumer aspirations. 

We foresee the competitive pressures on wireless broadband offerings arising from low ARPUs in 

urban/sub-urban areas by existing DSL operators and usage of data services on 3G networks. 

Although we expect the advantage to shift in favor of wireless broadband eventually, the business 

scenario in terms of initial cash flows would look very risky due to high capital expenditure on 

network deployment and services infrastructure. Cash flow management during this phase will be 

the key and can be shored up through innovative revenue generation besides the focus on 

fundamental consumer adoption.  

We can take for granted that wireless broadband will be subject to the same infrastructure 

compulsions and constraints as 2G and 3G are. Tower tenancy availability and optimization will be a 

premium concern in the coming years. Installation of new towers would be dependent on the tower 

infrastructure companies. It is expected that 4G operators would follow the asset light model keeping 

with current industry norms. This will lead to capacity constraints as existing capacity will be taken up 

by 3G and as additional tower installations become expensive.  Given that bandwidth is a constraint 

in India, the only fallback is technology such as innovation in spectral efficiency and resolving co-

location/co-existence issues. These will be examined in detail in the paper (India Wireless 

Broadband Technology Options- A Technical study ).  

General assumptions on financial aspects have been used in common to all strategies. These 

include hurdle rates, vendor financing, depreciation and amortization of capital assets and can be 

found in the Appendix. Some of the assumptions regarding overall industry evolution based on 
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observed patterns extrapolated for the future are given below in Figure 1. This serves as the 

evolving context on which the analysis is based.  

Figure 1 Projected evolution of Broadband networks in time 

 

As a corollary to the scenario presented in Figure 1, the following assumptions based on market 

intelligence are made regarding the evolution of the Indian broadband market and its ecosystem: 

 Wireless broadband players will attempt to use existing tower infrastructure for deployment. It is 

assumed that a proportion of second tenancy is the only possibility. In case of a delayed TD-LTE 

deployment this can act as a bottleneck as most of these towers would have been occupied by 

2G/3G operators unless agreements are negotiated early on. 

 The network will evolve from limited mobility to full mobility - Initial deployment will start as a high 

speed limited mobility broadband solution competing with DSL and available ad hoc wireless 

broadband services. Once the network stabilizes, it may be used as a data overlay for the 3G 

network. Evolution into triple play and quad play services will happen as the wireless broadband 

operators explore options to increase revenue base and with potential changes in regulations. 

State of the Industry

2010 - 2014

Limited Mobile Broadband Service

     -Faster un-tethered internet service at competitive cost

                New  user adoption

                Targeted user churn and conversion from existing broadband offerings

                Services w holesale (MVNO)

    - Data service overlay to 3G with wholesale SLAs (Clearwire example)

    - Selective triple play services

2014 - 2016

Limited Mobile Broadband Service (limited by mobile coverage area)

   - Mobile triple play services 

                New  user adoption

                Targeted user churn and conversion from 2G and 3G offerings

                Some negative churn due to choice of 4G technology 

Data rates double every 2.5 years at same ARPU

   - Fully burden cost/MB delivered will give advantage to 4G within 4 years

   - Converged services can begin within 4 years (VOIP and mobility)

   - Some conversion & acceleration from 3G & 2G to be expected beyond 4 years

   - Mature 4G user  devices for converged services in 4 years at reasonable price points 

2016 - 2018

4G converged service platform will penetrate the mobile consumer segment

   - Fully mobile quadplay services 

               New  user adoption

               Targeted user churn and conversion from 2G and 3G offerings

  - 3rd generation 4G user interface devices will be available 

Traffic demand with QOS will outstrip capacity with current 4G technology (with 20MHz )

   - New frequency spectrum needs to be released

   - New 4G+ technologies required for increased spectral efficiency

   - Interference and BW limitations will prevail
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 The application space in wireless broadband is expected to be rich beyond simple internet 

service and basic voice connectivity with a preponderance of content driven services. Some 

applications along with service plans will come with quality of service (QOS) considerations 

which in turn will emphasize network quality and reliability. 

 Innovation in service plans, services delivery and bundling of products and services can be 

expected which can lead to the creation of new segments and quad play differentiated services 

based on costs, quality of services, usage etc.  

 ARPU, despite the expected increase in reliability and quality of service and increase in data 

rate, will decline over time based on competitive pressures. Hence wireless broadband operators 

will have to do more than provide more bits on the data pipe for less service cost. It is 

recommended that operators plan for operational excellence from the start to avoid being the 

owner of a “dumb pipe”. 

 TD-LTE is expected to mature around 2 to 3 years from now. Analysis has been carried out for 

both 2 and 3 year horizons. 

 Re-use of WiMAX equipment for TD-LTE is baked into projections and the technology aspects 

will be discussed in the forthcoming paper (India Wireless Broadband Technology Options- A 

Technical study ).  
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3 Methodology of analysis 

The EKAATM1 platform has been utilized for analysis. The starting point of the study lies in identifying 

the operator migration strategies and these form the cornerstone of this study. Migration is dictated 

by the fact that the technology cycle has transcended the operator business cycle. The implication is 

that the availability of the desired technology with the right level of maturity and eco-system is not in 

sync with the business cycle.  Dynamic risk factors and investment return are impacted as a result. 

The key to unlocking answers to the optimal strategy for wireless broadband deployment lies in the 

choice of initial technology and perhaps its later migration. We have considered three significant 

approaches:  

a) Strategy A - Deploy WiMAX „e‟ network and migrate to TD-LTE network from third year of 

spectrum acquisition 

b)  Strategy B - Wait 3 years and deploy TD-LTE network from the third year of spectrum 

acquisition and  

c)  Strategy C - Deploy WiMAX „e‟ network and upgrade to WiMAX „m‟ network from the third 

year of spectrum acquisition 

 

 

The technology related aspects of the migration have been analyzed and will be published in the 

forthcoming paper (India Wireless Broadband Technology Options- A Technical study ). The table 

below lays down the general assumptions for each of the strategies. 

 

                                                           
1 EKAA

TM 
is a proprietary modeling platform capable of dynamically incorporating a vast range of parameters covering technology, 

marketing and finance to model an integrated network ecosystem. EKAA
TM 

has the ability to dynamically incorporate any change in any 

parameter demonstrate possible ramifications at all levels. All processes are dynamically interlinked and feed on each other and are 

executed concurrently. A change in any one parameter in the model would result in a change in the entire model and any related 

parameters giving unprecedented analytical capability. 

Strategy A and Strategy C puts an operator in a better position to fend off competition from 3G players 

for initial wireless broadband adoption.  

Strategy B enables an operator to wait for 3G and WiMAX players to create the market and then move in 

for a share of the pie and expand it if TD-LTE emerges as the dominant technology. 

To match 4G capacity 3G players will have to spend more than four times on network infrastructure as 

per EKAATM analysis. It also means that 3G broadband capacity will saturate at a faster rate. 
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Figure 2 Projected evolution of the strategies in time 

 

All three approaches were modeled on EKAATM.  

Metropolitan Delhi was chosen as the geography for the modeling as it presented a fairly 

representative sample of urban and sub-urban 

areas which could be matched to other Indian 

tier one, two and three cities. GIS (geographic 

information system) maps with six meter 

resolution were used. Population data is 

available at the constituency level and urban 

and sub-urban populations were used for 

modeling. However, location intelligence as 

part of EKAATM platform has been used to 

interpret population densities and thereby 

traffic distribution. Analysis has been sliced 

into finer granularity called „Area of Interest‟ 

(Ex: Karol Bagh) to study sector level data 

more accurately.  

EKAATM business intelligence database 

Common Strategy A Strategy B Strategy C 

2010-2014 

Full spectrum usage 

from start                                      

Limited coverage for high 

mobility use

Tower sharing with 3G 

possible (70%)

Urban/suburban (top 100 

cities)

 -163 million pops 

 Good indoor coverage

Start deployment with .16 „e‟ for 

coverage

 - CPEs, dongles, smart phones, laptops

TD-LTE deployment starts in +18 months

 - CPEs & dongles initially

Create customer base in early years

 - Retain them through technology conversion

Do not expand network capacity on 

WiMAX

Light up TD-LTE on same sites as 

WiMAX via phased conversion

 - Resolve co-existence and co-location via 

tech planning

TD-LTE deployment starts at 

3 years

 - CPEs & dongles initially

Start deployment with .16 „e‟

 - CPEs, dongles, smart phones, 

laptops

 16 „m‟ upgrade starts in 3 

years

 - CPEs & dongles initially

2014-2016 

Limited mobility with 

triple play services

Urban/sburban (top 192 

cities)

 >200 million pops 

Phase out WiMAX over next two years

 - Customer tech conversion via marketing 

schemes

Network capacity  expansion on TD-LTE

 - Capacity expansion- new  sites, macro, 

micro, pico

 


Network capacity  expansion

 - Capacity expansion- new  sites, 

macro, micro, pico

  

Network capacity  expansion

 - Capacity expansion- new  sites, 

macro, micro, pico

2016-2018 

Quad play services

>400 million pops

 New technology 

considerations

Rich 4G User interface devices
Rich 4G User interface 

devices
Rich 4G User interface devices

Delhi Metro – Quick GIS Facts 

Population: 9000000 in 19 Constituent areas 

Morphology: 72% Urban, 6% Sub-Urban, 22 

parks, open areas, river beds etc. 

Area: 576 Square Kilometers 

Marketing quick facts 

Population size considered: 9 million 

Service plans considered: 20 with QoS factored in 

Monthly blended ARPU considered: $20 with 5% 
yearly erosion  

Mass LTE device availability (Certified & affordable): 
Year 2013 

Wireless broadband penetration in 10 years: ~50% 
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provided necessary data for the market plan.  

3.1 Market modeling  

Demographic data was populated using GIS information which pegs the urban and sub-urban 

population at nine million for the model2. Business intelligence was used to create a categorization 

and segmentation scheme. To arrive at the average realization per user (ARPU) more than 20 

service plans were configured on EKAATM.  Service plans range from basic home internet, basic 

mobile data to corporate premium services. Forecasted blended ARPU is in the range of $15-25 

initially eroding to  less than $10 over the business plan period allowing for changes in the service 

plans over the 10 year period considered. This subject will be further analyzed in a soon to be 

released study. Service plans modeled comprise of bundles of applications with QOS requirements. 

Applications range from simple internet service under best effort to mobile video services with QOS. 

Planned market segments cover services for basic fixed indoor home (last mile connectivity), to 

limited and full mobility outdoor and corporate premium services. 

Predicting adoption is a difficult but necessary exercise. It is dependent on market dynamics and 

exhibits interdependence with ARPU. Whereas many semi-heuristic methods can be used to make 

predictions on adoption curves the longer the business plan, the less predictable it becomes. 

EKAATM uses a modified Bass diffusion model with inputs from business intelligence for this case 

study.  Empirical growth data has been considered along with impacts due to technology trends, 

ARPU rates, economic data, social behavior and competition from other technologies and strategies.  

It is vital to have a range of end user devices with different form factors to drive adoption. 

Importantly, these devices need to be at affordable prices for mass adoption. The sweet spot in India 

seems to be $30 at the low end which is comparable to a 3G device with a magnitude higher in eco-

system volume. Business intelligence data shows that the TD-LTE devices are in the prototype stage 

today.  Using timelines for WiMAX „e‟ prototype device and network trials to inter-operable 

deployment as a benchmark, it will take three years for affordable inter-operable certified retail 

devices to be available in the market. Therefore TD-LTE devices will not be available till 2013 if not 

later. Figure 3 shows the adjusted adoption rates across 10 years for Delhi.  

 

                                                           
2
 Though recent figures indicate that the population may be higher, for the purposes of the model the urban populations 

stands at around 70 lakhs. This represents GIS data at the constituency level.  
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Figure 3 Adjusted adoption rates assuming 3 year TD-LTE adoption lag
3
 and initial 70 lakh population 

 

The three distinct phases visible in Figure 3 is applicable only to Strategies A and C. The First 

Phase: initial technology choice, Second Phase: co-existence of two technologies and lastly, Third 

Phase: deployment of final technology of choice.  Capacity expansion has been factored in as well. 

Using the EKAATM platform the market size and potential as well as possible share under each 

approach are forecasted. Since the study is from the view point of a single operator, SOM (share of 

market) targets have been assumed for each year of operation for each individual segment. The 

forecasted adoption models translate into uniformly distributed geographic POP (point of presence) 

traffic on the GIS canvas. EKAATM is capable of uniquely identifying individual POPs, assigning type 

or properties to each and analyzing the resultant dynamic behavior. As an example, Delhi metro is 

modeled with half a million POPs. The forthcoming technology white paper (India Wireless 

Broadband Technology Options- A Technical study ) which will be posted on the Savitar Research 

Group website4 discusses these aspects in greater detail. 

                                                           
3
 Analysis has been done around a two year adoption lag as well.  

4
 www.savitarresearchgroup.com 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Strategy A 717220 1404965 1984635 2207387 2394361 2581220 3284312 4303729 5039120 5440868

Strategy B 0 0 0 55198 269018 850784 1857965 3045923 3740771 4118029

Strategy C 717220 1404965 1984635 2197773 2645922 3032550 3612082 4314352 4807509 5084184
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3.2 Technology evaluation  

Forecasted market model as geographic POPs is assumed for technology evaluation. Dynamic 

traffic behavior is modeled as discrete choices and concurrent events basing on service plans‟ 

application rates. EKAATM sets the technology configurations according to the selected specs and 

advanced optional features such as re-use factors; smart antenna techniques etc. The deployment 

strategy is modeled according to the market plan such as indoor/outdoor/roaming coverage, 

minimum data rate etc. while setting proportional fair scheduling as baseline the system. Fig. 4 is a 

depiction of the radio network plan generated by EKAATM based on these considerations. This 

network plan is modeled for full coverage and is capable of meeting the QOS requirements of the 

service plans used for the analysis. 

Figure 4  Sample WiMAX e radio network plan for Delhi metropolitan area
5
 

 

Key performance indicators (KPIs) are constructed from fine grain individual carrier P2P dynamic 

path analysis to get average sector capacity, overall system capacity etc. Link budget, spectral 

efficiency, instantaneous capacity and many more parameters are dynamically constructed on a per 

frame basis and statistically averaged for further sensitivity analysis in the business plan. Figure 5 

                                                           
5
 Source: EKAA

TM
 platform. Urban, sub-urban & rural morphologies have been considered. 

 

Strategy B operators must strive for an adoption rate of 50% by year 6 to stay competitive. They must 

consider innovative and disruptive marketing strategies. 

Strategy A & C operators must prevent 3G players from taking away adoption share in the initial years 

and achieve customer lock-in. 
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gives the results of the obtained sample technology performance numbers for the modeled network. 

The network is configured for guaranteed QoS service plan performance with coverage and capacity 

having been considered. 

 

Figure 5 Performance readouts for the virtual network model based on modeled parameters 

 

A detailed discussion of the technology aspects will be presented in a forthcoming white paper (India 

Wireless Broadband Technology Options- A Technical study ), which covers frequency re-use 

schemes, capacity estimations, interference scenarios in co-existence of WiMAX and TD-LTE and 

miscellenious network performance parameters. This will shed light on the technological migration 

path and evolving network behaviour. 

3.3 Financial evaluation  
EKAATM provides many analysis tools to improve planning, budgeting and forecasting. In this 

strategic analysis study the key is to arrive at a set of financial metrics and relative performance 

measurement on a common basis that is helpful to interpret and eventually drive a decision. 

However, while EKAATM can crunch the data, human interpretive intelligence is required to develop 

the business objectives, contextual basis, risk evaluation and ultimately the success of the business 

plan. For this study, two key metrics have been chosen to clearly contrast the strategies - cash flow 

analysis and opportunity cost.  
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Co-existence and co-location of WiMAX and LTE is manageable as per EKAATM analysis. Re-

use of WiMAX equipment deployed for TD-LTE is also feasible if TEMs do the right provisioning.   

Thus from a technology perspective a strategy of initial deployment of WiMAX and a migration to 

LTE is feasible. 
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Figures 6 shows the 10 year NPV for each of the 

three strategies as calculated by EKAATM using 

the parameters considered in the study. The 

assumptions that went into the financial model 

are presented in Appendix B to this paper. 

 

Figure 6 NPV calculation over 10 years (spectrum costs amortized over 20 years) 

 

 

 

 

3.4 SWOT Analysis  
The SWOT analysis for the three strategies are provided in Figure 7. The assumption is that the 

opportunity would be common and mostly undifferentiated amongst the three strategies.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Strategy A -10 10 37 59 76 89 105 126 143 153

Strategy B -47 -81 -109 -130 -137 -127 -102 -69 -38 -15

Strategy C -10 10 37 58 81 103 124 144 158 165

Strategy B Early -47 -82 -112 -125 -120 -93 -62 -31 -6 14
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Wireless BB NPV forecast Delhi Metro 

Opportunity cost of an LTE only strategy (Strategy B) over a WiMAX to LTE migration strategy 

(Strategy B) is around $170 million for metropolitan Delhi alone on 10th year NPV. 

For Strategy B, a 1 year delay in LTE deployment will cost $30 million for Delhi alone 

Impact of delay and 

competition Strategy A 

Some assumptions 

Spectrum cost amortized over 20 years 

Vendor financing at 8.5% pa 

Hurdle rate at 15% 

2 & 3 year delayed LTE roll out considered 
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Figure 7 SWOT table for each of strategies - A, B, C 

 

Strength Weakness Threat

Strategy A

Early acquisition of consumer and revenue 

base.                                                                       

Opportunity for customer lock-in through 

innovative bundling and VAS

Re-use of lit up towers from WiMAX to TD-

LTE; early co-tenancy with 3G

TD-LTE technology maturity risk is mitigated

Keeping CSN as convergence point allows 

two RAN technology stacks to co-exist

Churn during technology change cannot be 

avoided

Technology evaluation and planning of co-

existence and co-location is needed 

upfront

SAE interface development to WiMAX stack  

No backward compatibility for end users

Costs of incentivizing user migration 

to new technology

Cost of delay in decisions regarding 

expansion plans on TD-LTE 

Strategy B

If it becomes technology of choice, singular 

focus would pull in time to market 

advantages                                                

Incumbents would have created wireless 

broadband market which can be exploited 

Will need to compete as late entrant in 

existing wireless broadband market in 

early adoption                                             

Higher customer acquisition cost due to 

diffucion of rival broadband offerings

Cost of delay in deploying of TD-LTE 

Low availability of TD-LTE certified 

devices  in 18 months                             

Possibility that first movers are firmly 

entrenched

Larger CAPEX  due to high tenancy 

rate on existing towers

Strategy C

Early acquisition of consumers and revenue 

base.                                                      

Opportunity for customer lock-in through 

innovative bundling and VAS

Re-use of lit up towers  and site electronics; 

early co-tenancy with 3G

Backward compatibility

Availability of 16 „m‟ technology and devices  

& maturity

Late competition from 2G/3G operators 

migrating to TD-LTE 

High mobility – May not be a factor in India 

deployments

Costs of incentivizing user migration 

to new technology

Delay in availability of 16 „m‟ 

technology and devices
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4 Conclusion 
In this white paper, the strategies are differentiated on the basis of technology.  For the consumer 

this approach would be irrelevant unless operators adopt this as a marketing plank. Such a 

marketing strategy may confuse customers who would prefer to wait till a winner emerges. This can 

affect the adoption rates. 

It is clear that a migration from WiMAX to TD-LTE is possible and that co-location and co-existence 

of the two technologies at the tower can be managed. Deploying WiMAX intelligently will enable re-

use of the equipment for TD-LTE which reduces 

the financial burden of opting for WiMAX and 

ensures that technology lock-in does not occur. 

The operator can exercise the technology option 

despite an investment in WiMAX deployment. 

Of the three strategies modeled, Strategy A 

emerges as the optimal strategy for an operator 

from a ten year NPV perspective. Startegy C is a close contender on the NPV parameter, but loses 

out holistically as WiMAX „m‟ is still nascent.  Strategy B which adocates a TD-LTE alone approach 

would have been ideal were it not for the high cost of spectrum and the absence of a cash flow till 

deployment which skews all projections and performance indicators. As an aside, it is conceivable 

that the high cost of spectrum will distort operators perspectives on strategy and planning as well 

and may shift the focus from necessary investments of capital and effort that will dictate whether the 

operator will be the owner of a dumb pipe or a smart one. Ideally operators must ignore the cost of 

spectrum which will grow in value due to scarcity during non-deployment years to have a better 

perspective of Startegy B. For Strategy B, the cost of a one year delay in TD-LTE maturity is around 

$30 million, but the difference overall between the 10 year NPV projection when compared to 

Startegy A hovers around $170 million. It is important to bear in mind that these results are modeled 

on a population of nine million for the Delhi metropolitan area which comprises about 2% of the 

Indian urban population.The impact for the top 100 cities in India will be much higher and 

extrapolations from these findings are a possibility. 

Strategy B operators should strive for a 50% adoption rate by year six to stay competitive. A 

comparison of the cash flows for all the three strategies with and without the spectrum costs 

considered is displayed below. Figures 8 and 9 set out some of the key performance indicators of 

each strategy modeled. 

Strategy Recap 

Strategy A – Wimax ‘e’ to TD-LTE in 2-3 years 

Strategy B – Delayed TD-LTE only deployment 

Strategy C – WiMax ‘e’ to WiMAX ‘m” 
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Figure 8 Cash flows with and without spectrum cost considerations 

   

 

Figure 9 Key performance indicators for each strategy (Spectrum asset appreciation not considered) 
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spectrum cost

without spectrum cost

Year 3 5 7 10 3 5 7 10 3 5 7 10

Technology 

Penetration 

(% of POP)

21 24 32 50 0 3 18 38 21 27 36 47

Subscribers, 

 SOM Max= 40%   

(Hundred 

Thousands)

8 10 13 22 0 1 7 16 8 11 14 20

Revenue ($M) 171 184 221 287 0 21 125 217 171 203 243 223

Total 101 95 94 94 55 57 73 87 101 106 100 94

Cost of 

Finance
7 9 17 12 0 0 7 12 7 9 10 3

Spectrum 

Amortized 

Cost

54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54

EBITDA % of Rev 41 44 52 64 0 -217 32 56 41 48 59 65

Blended ARPU ($) 17 15 13 10 17 15 13 10 17 15 13 10

EOY Cell Sites 2000 2000 1750 1750 0 1250 1750 1750 2000 2000 2000 2000

Cumulative Capex 

($M)
1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.04 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.04 1.25 1.25 1.25

Break-Even period 

(Years)
2 2

Peak Negative 

Cash ($M)
($11.00) ($11.00) ($11.00) ($11.00) ($58.00) ($62.00) ($62.00) ($62.00) ($11.00) ($11.00) ($11.00) ($11.00)

10- Year NPV ($M)

Terminal Value 

($M)

Total NPV ($M)

Opex ($M)

Strategy A Strategy B Strategy C

1198 664 1156

7* 

153 ($15.00) 165

1045 679 991
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Appendix A- Market Considerations 

  

Market Considerations 

The following are sample images from the Market Analysis module of EKAATM.  
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Appendix B- Financial Considerations 

Spectrum Costs 

 Amortized over 20 years 

 Finance interest at 8.5% compounded 

 

Annualized Site operational costs range from $5600 to $ 7500  

 

BTS costs 

 Assumed to be vendor financed 

– Period of 5 years 

– Finance interest  at 8.5% compounded 

 WiMAX „e‟  cost = $7500 

 

 Site Upgrade Costs from WiMAX „e‟ to  

– WiMAX „m‟ costs $2000 (SW and new antennas) 

– TD-LTE costs $5000  

 

 TD-LTE  cost =  $20000 

 

Blended ARPU = $20 with a 5% YoY erosion 

 Based on Service plan mix (See sample figure below) 

 Data rate assumed to double every 2.5 years as indicated by business intelligence 

 
 

Hurdle Rate of 15% is assumed for NPV calculations 

SG&A is assumed to be 15% of annual revenue 

Planning, Marketing and advertisement costs are included 
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About this paper 
 

No effort has been spared to make this document unbiased and truly original. This paper is a 

completely independent and impartial study. Special care has been taken to ensure that it was not 

influenced by the advocacy of any forum, industry or trade body. The Ekaa platform has been 

extensively used for this study as it offers an unbiased vantage point which prevents human 

intervention or biases from influencing the outcome of some of the key results. 

 

The analysis is very detailed and in depth and this document captures only the most pertinent areas 

and revealing conclusions. Thanks to the use of Ekaa, the analysis done is comparable to an 

analysis of a practical deployment scenario. This will benefit operators as they will have a clear, 

concise and unbiased understanding of the technology conundrum keeping with Savitar‟s philosophy 

of being the operator‟s best friend. 

 

About Savitar Research Group 

Savitar Research Group is a telecom consulting company that aims to change the way decisions are 

made in the industry. With capabilities spanning technology, strategic decisions making, high end 

analysis platforms and business intelligence, Savitar Research Group is well positioned to address 

the problems faced by the industry. 

Savitar Research Group brings out white papers on various issues of interest so as to disseminate 

its expertise and improve the body of knowledge available in the public domain. 

For any further information or questions, please send an email to info@savitarresearchgroup.com. 

Notice of copyright: 

© 2010 Savitar Research Group. All rights reserved. The views and statements expressed in this 

document are those of Savitar Research Group. This white paper is subject to Savitar Research 

Group‟s Citation Policy. This white paper may be reproduced or cited strictly as per the terms of the 

Citation Policy available at www.savitarresearchgroup.com.    

The information in this document is obtained from sources believed to be reliable. However, as the 

information is based on interviews and information provided by operators, regulators and other 

companies outside of our control, we cannot guaranty that the information provided is free of 

inaccuracies and/or fluctuations. 

Savitar Research Group shall have no liability for errors, omissions or inadequacies in the 

information contained herein or for interpretations thereof. Savitar Research Group assumes no 

liability for any damage or loss arising from reliance on this information. The opinions expressed 

herein are subject to change without any notice. 
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